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Chicago/Turabian In-Text Citation Guide 
Chicago/Turabian In-text Citations  

For more detailed examples beyond these guidelines, use the Chicago/Turabian Citation Guide: 

https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/turabian/citation-guide.html 

 

Why a citation guide for Chicago/Turabian Style? 

• In your text, you should include a parenthetical citation each time you directly quote or paraphrase from another 
source.   

• Each of the in-text citations in your paper should have a corresponding full citation in your Bibliography list.  

• A parenthetical citation gives your reader enough information to locate the full citation in your Bibliography page at 
the end of the essay.  

• The most common way to do a parenthetical citation is to include the source´s information in parentheses at the 
end of the sentence, before the period.  

 

Chicago uses the author-year-page method - use the author´s last name, year, and the page number(s) from which the 

information came.  

Citing a Work with One Author 

If quoting or paraphrasing a work with one author, use the author-year-page method.    

Example: “There is no story that is not true” (Achebe 1958, 253). 

*Note that the period comes after the in-text citation.  

 

Citing a Work by Multiple Authors 

For a source with two, three, or four authors, list the authors’ last names in the parenthetical citation: 
 

Example: The authors claim that literature and science fiction are “beautiful, mesmerizing, and entertaining” (King 
and Twain 1927, 9). 

 
For a source with more than four authors, list the first author’s last name followed by et al. (and others) in the parenthetical 
citation: 

 
Example: The authors claim that literature and science fiction are “beautiful, mesmerizing, and entertaining” (King 
et al. 1927, 9). 

 
 

Citing Websites 

For a source that does not list a date of publication, posting, or revision, use n.d. (for “no date”) in place of the year or 

include an access date if no posted date is available. 

Examples: (Pepperdine University, n.d.) or (Google 2017) 
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